A Report from the Forever Sabah Team, June 6, 2018
Preventing Further Floods in the Moyog Catchment: Myths and Realities
PROBLEM ONE: More Water and Mud in the River
Ø The May 31/June 1, 2018 floods were the result of increasingly
common massive rainfall in conjunction with the high tide.
Ø Damage to the catchment increased how much water, and especially
how much mud, flowed down the river: the causes were hill cutting,
land clearance for rubber, and other deforestation.
Ø Extensive mechanized terracing of steep slopes for rubber, especially
in large blocks completed at the same time in steep/high areas. This
increases floodwater and sediment load. These are federal-subsidized
by LIGS: government should not be subsidizing activities in places that
then cause huge public and private expense.
Ø Hill cutting, such as in legally-disputed Mangkusilad, increases floods
and brings damaging mud into the river and now peoples’ homes. Hill
cutting should not be permitted in Moyog catchment since the costs
paid by the public are just too high.
Ø Discharge of floodwaters from the Moyog/Putatan Rivers into the sea
is now slowed by siltation of the estuary, an issue worsened by the
airport runway, so floods now back up the river. Regular dredging is
needed along with better catchment management.
Ø Infrastructure – buildings, roads, car parks etc. – reduce infiltration
and worsen floods. Hence the concerns over the poor planning of
the Pan-Borneo Highway (e.g. at Kg Kolopis).
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Figure 1: The May 31/June 1 2018 storm
as per https://earth.nullschool.net/. With
climate change these storms will be ever
more common, and, with rising sea level
and higher tides severe floods ever more
likely.

MYTHS: (a) Commercial logging is not a cause of
floods in Moyog: there is not any here; and (b)
Neither is opening sluices at Babagon Dam
causing increased flooding; yes, flooding is
worsened once the dam is full and overflows,
and yes, better weather forecasts should be used
to release water early (before actual floods), and
better overflow warnings need to be shared
downstream (e.g. to Kg Kibabaig), but the overall
effect of the dam is to catch water and reduce
most flash-flooding, perhaps giving people a
false sense of security.
Figure 2: Hill cutting such as in Mangkusilad, Togudon, costs Sabah heavily
in worsened floods

PROBLEM TWO: Less Water Can be Absorbed by the Flood Plain
In the past, Moyog’s extensive flood plain and padi fields could absorb millions of gallons of floodwater. Today
much of that padi land has been infilled with rock and earth and used for houses, roads, shopping centres and
other infrastructure. When this happens to (say) one half of the old floodplain, then the water level in the rest
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of the floodplain will be twice as high. Conversion of floodplain/padi land must be halted to prevent further
worsening of flood damage across the whole area. Currently canals, levees and infrastructure are not laid out
and maintained in ways that allow water to spread and infiltrate.

Figure 3: As Sabahan geologist Linibid Light Marcus Josue posted on Facebook, the shape of the Moyog Catchment means water comes
fast from the many steep hills straight onto a flat area at Kg. Tuavon and Donggongon where the river changes direction and floods
tend to naturally spread out. Towns and villages in the red danger area must be designed with hydrological sensitivity.

MYTH: It is not true that engineering can enable us fill floodplains with our towns: however good the
engineering, the water has to go somewhere. Modern cities need to embrace water/natural spaces.
PROBLEM THREE: Inadequate Drainage
How high flood waters rise, and how long
the water remains, is heavily impacted by
adequacy of drainage. Investment in
drainage in Penampang is inadequate,
and there is an absence of rigorously
implemented master plans.
Furthermore, many drains are
functioning poorly because other
infrastructure – e.g. culverts – have been
made too small so that water cannot
leave downstream. Nor are the drains
adequately cleared or maintained. All
these issues have been exacerbated by
lax and likely corrupted tendering and
inspection processes.

Figure 4: Poorly managed road & housing infrastructure flooded in Donggongon
(Photo: New Straits Times, June 1, 2018)
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MYTH: Some people believe drains can be the whole solution. Better drains are needed but drains alone cannot
be expected to solve impossibly large quantities of water if the catchment is wrecked and there are no more
natural flood plains/padi areas to hold the water. Drains need places to pour the water out.

Figure 5: Deforestation in the Moyog catchment is increasing (half of deforestation between 2001-2016 is since 2012: Global Forest
Watch), but this is due mainly to rubber terracing, greenhousing and hill cutting not logging or clearance for agriculture.

PROBLEM FOUR: Infrastructure is Not Flood-Proofed
Ø Low-lying land is being used for infrastructure, and then not adequately flood proofed. Roads – and
especially roundabouts – need to be raised above typical flood water levels.
Ø In the past homes were built on slopes and bank levees: now they are placed in the floodplains.
Ø In past homes were built raised on stilts, now they are built flat onto the ground and get flooded.
Ø As kampungs become suburbs, each generation uses earth mounds to raise their houses further, displacing
the water so it floods their lower neighbours: village-level planning is needed.
Beyond Myths towards Real Solutions for Living With Flooding
We need to end the myth that we can build wherever and however we like & government money,
engineering and relief can solve all our flooding problems. Our ancestors long knew where and how to
build. We need to bring back community environmental sensitivity.
More money alone won’t solve this: we need full honest discussion of the actual problems.
No simple single solutions: this needs work on all four of the problem areas listed above.
We need integrated cross-sectoral planning and non-corrupt compliance with the rules.
We can’t stop flooding: but we can learn to live with flooding. The good news is that very few homes,
roads, businesses were covered by more than 75cms of water. Therefore, we could have avoided almost
all the costs of this flood by preventing water levels reaching this “last meter”. Since Sg. Moyog rose as
high as 9.12m on May 31 night, preventing this last one meter of rising water by better planning &
catchment management is surely possible.
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